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Took me a little while to get my brain into gear with this one, but when I did, I was presented with a simple and elegant Tower
Defence title. There is no deep and meaningful background story (it is not an RPG after all) and the graphics are simple but
more than adequate. You will have to think your way through this one, and it has been an enjoyable experience - I am a couple
of levels from finishing the game. Tower placement and the timing of that placement can be very important. The increase in
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level difficulty has a nice sense of progression. There are a number of maps where you can make limited map changes, and is a
great feature. In-game achievements (for various awards) gives extra life to already completed levels. The developers have
shown themselves very responsive to queries. Overall one of my best Tower Defence experiences. P.S.

MU Legend now available.. Winter Costumes & Wings Sale : Dear MUtizens, Winter holidays are arriving soon, and we want to
celebrate this special occasion with some new and unique outfits, wings and packages. Please have a look at the complete list
that we have prepared for all of you.. Sprout Buff update : Hi Mutizens, Please find below a follow up on the New Sprout Buff
introduced with Gates of Glory. We have been able to fix the issue with the Sprout buff on players that should have received it,
but didn't. Some of you should have notice that the Sprout buff appear in your character. - Every players that are level 65 or
above, with a soul level below 301 will receive a permanent Sprout buff. - Every players level 65 or above, with a Soul Level of
301 or above will receive a 21 days Sprout buff. Note: The players who already have a Sprout buff will keep their buff as it is.
Nothing will change for them. We apologize for the delay, and wish you the best on your journey with your brand new Sprout
buff! Your Mu Legend Team.. Patch Notes 06/11/2018 : Hello MUtizens! We have made several changes with today's
maintenance. To know more about these modifications, please read the full details below: - The city of Ohrdor has changed into
a night-time version to celebrate the 1st anniversary of MU Legend. Ohrdor's Sewer Dungeon Period: 06/11 to 4/12 before the
maintenance. Entries: 2 entries per day. The entries are reset daily at 05:00 UTC. Details: Complete the dungeon without letting
the monster come to the surface, and obtain 1st anniversary coins and useful items. Labyrinth Period: 06/11 to 4/12 before the
maintenance. Entries: 2 entries per day. The entries are reset daily at 05:00 UTC. Details: Complete the dungeon in the shortest
time possible to acquire 1st anniversary coins and useful items. Treasure Hunt Period: 06/11 to 4/12 before the maintenance.
Details: At certain hours, the treasure hunt will be active in Ohrdor. During those time periods, you will be able to explore
Ohrdor and find several chests containing valuable items. The event will also be active at certain times during the weekend. 1st
Anniversary Exchange During the anniversary event period, you will be able to exchange coins for valuable items such as a
selectable item of Lv. 70 Divine armor and exclusive unlimited outfits and wings from the event. - Elegant Festival Outfits
(White) and Elegant Festival Wings (White) have been added to the Legend Shop. Period: 04/11 to 19/11, 23:59 UTC. - A
lucky box for the unlimited versions of the Elegant Festival Outfits and Wings has been added. Period: 04/11 to 19/11, 23:59
UTC. - 50% discount on Character and Guid name ticket! (The sale will continue afterward without the discount) - Bug Fixed:
The MP Reduction effect of the Dark Lord's "Follower's Spirit" skill wouldn't apply while channeling. - Bug Fixed: Skills could
not be used when a character's quick slot was changed while moving into another map. - Bug Fixed: Long names were truncated
in season reward notifications. - Bug Fixed: It was possible to move by clicking the mini-map while the War Mage's "Glacier
Prison" skill was active.. The Legend of Dice Return! :. Carnival Sales : Dear Mutizens, Finally! The new arrivals are in the MU
Legend shop! What do we have here The Goblin Pet. Not only this new pet will help your character fight against your enemies,
but Goblin are known for they love of gold and precious itemsthey might bring you luck! Thats not all! The Carnival costumes
and Wings are available! Its time to look awesome and to celebrate the biggest party in the world properly! For more
information, please check the list below: Gold Goblin Premium Pet Package Period: From Tuesday 12/02 until Monday 25/02
23:59 UTC. Price: 3900 Redzen/Bound Redzen Limit: 5 per character. Time Travel Complete Gold Package Price: 900
Redzen/Bound Redzen Limit: 5 per character. Costumes and Wings! Period: 12/02, 08:00 UTC to 22/03, 23:59 UTC Gorgeous
Carnival Costume Chest Price: 45/120/280/1,000 Redzen/Bound Redzen Limit: Unlimited Gorgeous Carnival Wings Price:
45/120/280/1,000 Redzen/Bound Redzen Limit: Unlimited Rio Carnival Costume Lucky Chest Price: 100 Redzen/Bound
Redzen Limit: Unlimited Rio Carnival Wings Lucky Chest Price: 100 Redzen/Bound Redzen Limit: Unlimited We hope you
enjoy the new sales and events that are going to happen in February! Regards, MU Legend Team.
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